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Monte Carlo methods for turbulent tracers with long range and fractal
random velocity fields

Frank W. Elliott, Jr., David J. Horntrop, and Andrew J. Majda
Courant Institute of Mathematical Sciences, 251 Mercer Street, New York, New York 10012

~Received 31 May 1996; accepted for publication 8 August 1996!

Monte Carlo methods for computing various statistical aspects of turbulent diffusion with long
range correlated and even fractal random velocity fields are described here. A simple explicit
exactly solvable model with complex regimes of scaling behavior including trapping, subdiffusion,
and superdiffusion is utilized to compare and contrast the capabilities of conventional Monte Carlo
procedures such as the Fourier method and the moving average method; explicit numerical
examples are presented which demonstrate the poor convergence of these conventional methods in
various regimes with long range velocity correlations. A new method for computing fractal random
fields involving wavelets and random plane waves developed recently by two of the authors@J.
Comput. Phys.117, 146 ~1995!# is applied to compute pair dispersion over many decades for
systematic families of anisotropic fractal velocity fields with the Kolmogorov spectrum. The
important associated preconstant for pair dispersion in the Richardson law in these anisotropic
settings is compared with the one obtained over many decades recently by two of the authors@Phys.
Fluids 8, 1052 ~1996!# for an isotropic fractal field with the Kolmogorov spectrum. ©1997
American Institute of Physics.@S1054-1500~97!01001-X#
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Fractal random fields arise in a wide variety of physical
problems including flow through porous media, turbulent
diffusion in the environment, and topography in statisti-
cal physics. One important means of studying such prob-
lems is through computer simulations using Monte Carlo
techniques. In this paper, we concentrate on the statistics
of tracers. We begin by validating two well-known Monte
Carlo simulation techniques„the Fourier method and the
moving average method… using an unambiguous, exactly
solvable, yet nontrivial model problem with long range
correlations, thereby demonstrating many of the pitfalls
associated with the use of these methods. Finally, we con
sider a new wavelet-based simulation technique which
has been shown elsewhere†J. Comput. Phys. 113, 82
„1994…‡ not to display any of the spurious behavior seen
above; this technique is used in a study of the relative
spreading of pairs of particles for a family of anisotropic
velocity fields and a comparison is made with earlier re-
sults for the spreading of pairs of particles under the
influence of an isotropic velocity field †Phys. Fluids 8,
1052„1996…‡.

I. INTRODUCTION

Generating random velocity fields,v~x,t!, with long
range correlations in space and/or time is an important p
tical issue in diverse applications ranging from flow in p
rous media,1 turbulent diffusion in environmenta
applications,2,3 and random topography in statistic
physics.4,5 The challenge is to develop algorithms which a
accurate and efficient over a wide scaling range so that th
methods can be used with confidence to predict various
portant scaling laws in physics such as Richardson’st3 law
for the dispersion of pairs of particles.2 Here we describe
CHAOS 7 (1), 1997 1054-1500/97/7(1)/39/10/$10.00
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various numerical algorithms including standard ones s
as the Fourier method and the moving average method
well as novel methods for fractal random fields which ha
been developed recently by the authors.6,7 We also describe
the application of these algorithms to tracer statistics.

The simplest tracer statistic of the sort used here m
sures the spreading of particles from a fixed source. We
sume for simplicity that the velocity fieldv~x,t! has zero
mean, i.e.,̂ v~x,t!&50, where, here and below,^•& denotes
ensemble average over the velocity statistics. We cons
solutions of the nonlinear ordinary differential equation

dX

dt
5v~X,t !,

~1!
X~0!5X0 .

Then, the mean square displacement in thei th direction is
given by

^uXi u2~ t !&, 1< i<d. ~2!

For stationary random fields which have translation invari
statistics, the number in~2! does not depend of the initia
locationX0; for simplicity in exposition, we assume station
ary random velocity fields throughout this paper. Ordina
diffusion occurs when the mean square displacement sc
like

^uXi u2~ t !&;Di* t ~3!

for large times,t@1, withDi* . 0, the diffusion coefficient in
the i th direction. Recently, many applications in statistic
physics1–3 reveal anomalous diffusion where the scaling
~3! is replaced by

^uXi u2~ t !&;Di* t
a ~4!
39© 1997 American Institute of Physics
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for large times,t@1, where either 0<a,1, subdiffusive, or
a.1, superdiffusive.

In Sec. II of this paper we present the simplest elem
tary exactly solvable model demonstrating both subdiffus
and superdiffusion. Such simple models with complex
havior provide ideal candidates for evaluating the capab
of Monte Carlo methods to compute the correct scaling
havior. Such elementary models can also be used to dis
inherent numerical artifacts in conventional numerical me
ods. Examples of this sort utilizing the conventional Four
method and the moving average method are presente
Sec. II.

Another statistical quantity that is very important in tu
bulent diffusion occurs for pair separation statistics. We
gin with two particles,X j , for j51,2 with fixed initial sepa-
ration distances,s, so that

uX1~0!2X2~0!u5s ~5!

and follow the pair separation

X1~ t !2X2~ t !,

where each particle moves separately according to the
linear ordinary differential equation in~1!. The pair separa-
tion at later times,X1(t)2X2(t), is a stationary random vari
able depending on the velocity statistics; the pair dispers
s2(t,s), is the second moment of this random variable,

^uX1~ t !2X2~ t !u2&5s2~ t,s!. ~6!

When the velocity fieldv~x,t! is a fractal random field with
the Kolmogorov spectrum, there are famous experime
and theoretical predictions2,8,9 that reveal the behavior

s2~ t,s!>GDt
3 ~7!

for large times,t@1. The constantGD does not depend on
the initial separation and is supposed to be universal w
appropriate nondimensionalization of the velocity field. T
scaling behavior in~6! is known as Richardson’s law8 and
there is great interest in obtaining both the scaling law a
the constantGD accurately as a function of the fractal velo
ity field, v~x,t!.

In Sec. III, we apply the new method for computin
fractal random fields involving wavelets and random pla
waves6,7,10 to calculating pair dispersion over many scali
decades for systematic families of anisotropic fractal veloc
fields with the Kolmogorov spectrum. These new resu
both confirm Richardson’s law in this anisotropic setti
over many scaling decades and also give a preconstanGD

over many decades with a value very similar to the one
tained recently by two of the authors10 for isotropic velocity
fields.

II. SIMPLE EXACT MODELS WITH ANOMALOUS
DIFFUSION AND NUMERICAL TEST PROBLEMS FOR
MONTE CARLO METHODS

The simplest models which are exactly solvable and
veal anomalous scaling behavior11 involve simple shear laye
flows with the velocity fieldv~x,t! given by
CHAOS, Vol. 7,
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v~x,t !5S w̄
v~x! D , ~8!

wherew̄ is a fixed constant andv(x) is a zero mean, Gauss
ian random field. Gaussian random velocity fields,v(x), are
completely characterized by the two-point correlation fun
tion, ^v(x1x8)v(x8)&5R(x), which admits the Fourier rep
resentation

^v~x1x8!v~x8!&5R~x!5E
2`

`

cos~kx!S~k!dk, ~9!

whereS(k) is the spectral energy density of the random fie
v(x). Here we use the notationx5(x,y) for the coordinates
in two dimensions. Thus, the fluid flow in~8! represents a
constant mean flow along thex axis and random shearin
along they axis defined by the fieldv(x). Following the
pioneering efforts of Matheron and de Marsily,12 many
researchers13–17have utilized such simple shear layer mode
in steady and time-dependent settings often withw̄50 and
nonzero molecular diffusion to illustrate several remarka
aspects of anomalous diffusion. The calculation descri
here withw̄Þ0 yields anomalous scaling behavior in a com
pletely elementary fashion.

A. Anomalous scaling for mean square displacements

Consider the spreading of particles from the origin~0,0!.
The solution of the particle trajectory equation from~1! for
the special velocity field in~8! is given by

X~ t !5w̄t,
~10!

Y~ t !5E
0

t

v~w̄s!ds.

With ~10!, the mean square displacement in they direction is
given by

^Y2~ t !&5K E
0

t

v~w̄s!dsE
0

t

v~w̄s8!ds8L . ~11!

By interchanging the order of integration and using the F
rier representation for the covariance,R(x), from ~9!, we
obtain the formulas

^Y2~ t !&5E
0

tE
0

t

^v~w̄s!v~w̄s8!&ds8ds

5E
0

tE
0

t

R~w̄us2s8u!ds8ds

5
4

w̄2 E
0

`

@12cos~kw̄t !#
S~ uku!
uku2

dk. ~12!

The second equality in~12! demonstrates that for thes
simple models the mean square displacement is comple
determined by the covarianceR(x).

To obtain a rich family of velocity fields with a wide
variety of scaling behavior, we consider random veloc
fields with the parametrized family of velocity spectra giv
explicitly by
No. 1, 1997
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Se,a~k!5uku12ee2auku, 2`,e,2. ~13!

For this family of spectra in~13!, the covariance is calculated
explicitly to be given by

R~x!52G~22e!~a21x2!e/221 cosS ~22e!arctanS uxu
a D D .

~14!

For certain values ofe, the results in~14! have an even
simpler form; for example, fore51 we have

R~x!5
2a

a21x2
. ~15!

A remarkably wide variety of behavior occurs for the cov
riance functionR(x) as the spectral parametere is varied for
e,2. Figure 1 depicts this covariance function fora51 and
e521, 1

2, 1,
3
2. The cases withe521, 1

2 have an oscillatory
tail so that there are large regions of negative correlation
the velocity field. Fore>1, the tail of the covariance no
longer oscillates; however, for largere, the tail of the cova-
riance decays much more slowly, indicating that long
range correlations in the velocity field occur in this regim

For these specific random velocity fields defined in~9!
and ~13!, the mean square displacement can be calcula
explicitly for all times. ForeÞ0, 1 ande,2, we have

FIG. 1. The effect of adjustinge on the covariance function. The top plo
demonstrates the long ranges of negative correlation fore521 ~solid line!
and e5

1
2 ~dashed line!. The bottom plot shows the increase in long rang

correlation betweene51 ~solid line! ande5
3
2 ~dashed line!.
CHAOS, Vol. 7,
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^Y2~ t !&5
4G~2e!

w̄2 Fae2„a21~w̄t !2…e/2

3cosS e arctanS w̄ta D D G , ~16!

while for e50

^Y2~ t !&5
2

w̄2 lnS 11
w̄2t2

a2 D , ~17!

and fore51

^Y2~ t !&5
4

w̄2 F uw̄tuarctanS uw̄tu
a D22a lnS 11

w̄2t2

a2 D G .
~18!

From these explicit formulas, it is a simple matter to co
pute the large time scaling behavior for the mean squ
displacements ase is varied which we summarize in Table
Note the logarithmic behavior in the mean square displa
ment fore50. Thus, this elementary example exhibits co
plex behavior in the mean square displacement ranging f
trapping fore,0 to subdiffusion for 0<e,1 to superdiffu-
sion for 1,e,2. The effect of molecular diffusion in thes
models also has been computed,11 and the regimes with trap
ping and subdiffusion fore,1 are replaced by diffusive sca
ing.

What creates the diffusion of mean square displacem
in y for 0,e,2 as compared with the trapping behavior f
e,0? Formally, solutions of~1! with the special velocity
field in ~8! stay on the zero level set of the stream functi
C(x,y) where

C~x,y!5w̄y2c~x!

with

c~x!5E
0

x

v~x8!dx8. ~19!

Thus, the streamline through~0,0! for each realization is
given by the graph

y5
1

w̄
c~x!, ~20!

where the average value ofc(x) can be computed from~19!,
~20!, ~8!, and~9! as given formally by

^uc2~y!u&5E
0

`

uku12ee2auku dk. ~21!

For e,0, we have ^uc2u&,`, streamlines iny remain
bounded, and with~20! and ~21!, trapping occurs. On the
other hand, for 0,e,2, ^uc2u&51` and the streamlines ar
typically unbounded iny, yielding nontrivial growth iny;
furthermore, from~21!, this growth increases ase increases
for 0,e,2. In fact, the reader can easily verify that th
graph of this streamline at large scales behaves like the g
of a fractal random field with Hurst exponente/2 for 0,e,2.

The wide variety of behavior of the mean square d
placements ase is varied together with the explicit formula
No. 1, 1997
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in ~16!–~18! provide an unambiguous family of elementa
test problems for Monte Carlo methods with rich behavio

B. The Fourier method for Monte Carlo simulation

The starting point for the Fourier method is the repres
tation of the Gaussian random field with the energy dens
S(k), from ~9! as a stochastic Fourier integral with respect
white noise,

v~x!5E
2`

`

eikxS1/2~k!dW~k!, ~22!

wheredW(k) is complex Gaussian white noise satisfying

^dW~k!dW~k8!&5d~k1k8!dkdk8. ~23!

Fourier methods involve a midpoint rule discretization
~22!, yielding the approximation

va~x!5(
i50

M

ai cos~kix!1bi sin~kix!, ~24!

whereai , bi are independent identically distributed Gauss
random variables with mean zero and varianceS(ki)Dki ,
i.e., ^ai

2&5^bi
2&5S(ki)Dki . In the standard Fourie

methods,18 the wave number grid points,ki , are chosen de
terministically and are equally spaced in order to utilize
fast Fourier transform for the rapid evaluation of~24!; thus
Dki5Dk for i51,...,M , Dk05Dk/2, andki5 iDk.

The first thing to notice about the Fourier method is th
every realization,va ,

is periodic with period 2p/Dk

even though the original random fieldv~x!

in ~22! is not necessarily periodic. ~25!

How serious are these finite periodicity effects in the pra
cal use of the Fourier method for turbulent tracer statistic

To demonstrate these effects, we consider the Mo
Carlo simulation of the mean square displacement,^Y2(t)&,
for the spectrum with the valuee51

2 anda51 in ~13!. Here
and below we utilized the normalizationw̄51. We selected a
largest wave numberkmax510 guaranteeing that less tha
0.1% of the energy density of the original field was not re
resented in the finite truncation in~24!. We picked a fine
wave number spacingDk50.05 and time integration via th
trapezoidal method withDt50.1. For these parameters, th
numerical period from~25! of the Fourier method is roughly

TABLE I. Summary of the large scale, long time behavior for the me
square displacement whenw̄Þ0 for the simple shear layer model introduce
in ~8!, ~9!, and~13!.

Parameter
regime

Mean square
displacement

Qualitative
behavior

e,0 ^Y2(t)&;t0 trapping
0,e,1 ^Y2(t)&;te subdiffusive
e51 ^Y2(t)&;t diffusive
1,e,2 ^Y2(t)&;te superdiffusive
CHAOS, Vol. 7,
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125 and each realization utilizes 400 random Fourier mod
The Monte Carlo simulation of̂Y2(t)& with this Fourier
algorithm ensemble averaged over 2000 realization is
picted in Fig. 2 and compared with the exact formulas fro
~16!. The periodicity effects are quite remarkable; even b
time t>15, which is roughly18 the period of the simulation
~recall that spatial and temporal discretization are com
rable!, the downward trend in the numerical solution is qu
noticeable. We reducedDk by a factor of 4 toDk50.0125
and this increased the artificial period of the Fourier meth
to roughly 500 and kept all other parameters in the Mo
Carlo method fixed. The comparison with the exact solut
and the Fourier method with 2000 realizations given in Fig
indicates that the mean square displacement is computed
curately to the modest time of roughly 60 shown there,
expected fourfold improvement in time from periodicity e
fects. This resulting improvement demonstrates explic
that the large error in Fig. 2 is caused by finite periodic
effects rather than truncation and discretization errors. Ho
ever, even the simulation in Fig. 3, which is accurate
comparatively short times, involves 1600 Fourier modes
each realization and exhibits strong downward trends a
the time depicted in Fig. 3.

The above examples demonstrate in unambiguous f
ion the failure of the conventional equispaced Four
method in computing simple statistics of a turbulent trac
There are other variants of the Fourier method19,20which rely
upon nonequispaced random quadrature points where
finite periodicity effects are minimized; of course, such Fo
rier methods no longer have a fast Fourier transform ass
ated with them.

C. The moving average method for Monte Carlo
simulation

The starting point for the moving average method is
physical space representation

v~x!5E
2`

`

G~x82x!dW~x8!5E
2`

`

G~x8!dW~x81x!,

~26!

whereW(x8) is the Weiner process and the functionG(x) is
the Fourier transform of the square root of the energy sp
trum S(k),

G~x!52E
0

`

cos~2pkx!S1/2~k!dk. ~27!

The moving average method involves a simple discretiza
of ~26!, resulting in the approximation

va~x!5 (
i52p

p

G~r i !Z~r i1x!, ~28!

whereZ is a Gaussian random variable with mean zero a
varianceDr i ; the grid pointsr i are chosen to be equall
spaced, makingDr i5Dr .

How well does the approximate random field in~28!
compare with the true random fieldv(x)? Since both are
Gaussian random fields witĥv(x)&5^va(x)&50, the im-
No. 1, 1997
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FIG. 2. Fourier method mean square displacement simulation results fore5
1
2 ~thicker line! versus the true value from~16! ~thinner line!. Even though the

period of the simulated field is about 125, the periodicity effects are already evident by time 15.
a

t
ng

age
n

g

s.

pa-
portant quantity to check is the accuracy of the approxim
covariance function. If we require thatx5 jDr with j,2p,
i.e., x,2pDr5rmax, then we have the following explici
formula for the approximate covariance from the movi
average method;

Ra~x!5^va~x81x!va~x8!&5 (
i52p1 j

p

G~r i !G~r i2 j !Dr

~29!

andRa(x)[0 for j>2p. On the other hand, from~9! and
~27! we obtain that the exact covarianceR(x) is given by

R~x!5^v~x81x!v~x8!&5E
2`

`

G~r !G~r2x!dr. ~30!
CHAOS, Vol. 7,
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teThus, the approximate covariance with the moving aver
method from~29! is a trapezoidal quadrature approximatio
of the covariance representation from~30! for the exact ran-
dom fieldv(x). We remark here that for spectraS(k) of the
form in ~13! we have explicit formulas for the functionG(x)
in ~27! and ~29! simply because„Se,a(k)…

1/25Se/211/2,a/2(k)
and the same general formulas from~14! apply.

We report on Monte Carlo simulations with the movin
average method in the superdiffusive regime withe53

2 where
the velocity field has significant long range correlation
First, in Figs. 4 and 5 we plot the exact covariance from~29!
generated by the moving average method with the two
rameter valuesrmax580 and 160, respectively, andDr50.1.
The corresponding value of the bandwidthp in ~28! is 800
he modest

FIG. 3. Fourier method mean square displacement simulation results fore5

1
2 ~thicker line! versus the true value from~16! ~thinner line!. The period of the

simulated field is increased by a factor of 4 when compared with Fig. 2 to the value 500, thereby eliminating the periodicity effects on the results to t
time 60.
No. 1, 1997
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and 1600, respectively, so a very large number of terms h
been kept. Fore53

2, the true covariance has a long tail an
the moving average method, even with the extremely exp
sive resolution parameters given in Figs. 4 and 5, sign
cantly underpredicts this long range velocity correlation. F
example, the higher resolution case withrmax5160 still fails
to capture over 22% of the energy of the true velocity spe
trum which resides in the regionx.160.

How will the above behavior effect Monte Carlo simu
lation for the mean square displacements withe53

2? Looking
back at the second equality in~12!, Figs. 4 and 5 suggest tha
the moving average method will necessarily significantly u
derpredict the mean square displacements and perhaps
give fictitious scaling exponents. The results presented
Fig. 6 of a direct Monte Carlo simulation of mean squa
displacement with the moving average method for the p
rameter choicesw̄51,a51, rmax580,Dr50.1,Dt50.1, and
N52000 realizations confirm this. As is evident in Fig. 6,
well-defined scaling exponent emerges for the simulation u
lizing the moving average method with the extremely lar
number of 1600 quadrature points per time step; howev
this scaling exponent when compared to the exact result
clearly an artifact of the numerical procedure.

On the other hand, the moving average method perfor

FIG. 4. The top plot contains a comparison of the true covariance func
from ~14! ~thinner line! with the moving average method covariance fun
tion from ~29! ~thicker line! for e5

3
2 and rmax580. The bottom plot is the

ratio of these two quantities showing explicitly the fraction of the covarian
reproducible by the moving average method.
CHAOS, Vol. 7,
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much better than the Fourier method with comparable lab
in the regimee51

2 depicted earlier in Figs. 2 and 3. Furthe
more, the conventional Fourier method performs even wo
than depicted in Figs. 2 and 3 for the superdiffusive ca
with e53

2 where periodicity effects are even more pro
nounced. Lack of space prevents a detailed description
these additional results and the interested reader can con
Ref. 20.

The above examples point out in an unambiguous fa
ion, through exactly solvable model problems and care
idealized numerical experiments, some of the subtleties
standard numerical procedures for Monte Carlo simulati
for turbulent tracers when long range correlations occur
the velocity field. In the next section we discuss Monte Ca
simulations for fractal random fields.

III. PAIR DISPERSION STATISTICS SPANNING MANY
DECADES FOR FRACTAL RANDOM FIELDS

Here we describe some new methods6,7,10,21for generat-
ing fractal random fields over many decades of scaling.
the end of this section we apply these methods to obtain n
results on tracer pair dispersion statistics@see ~6! and ~7!

n

e

FIG. 5. Same as Fig. 4 exceptrmax is doubled tormax5160. The moving
average method still underestimates the correlation at all scales, but
onset of the most severe underestimation occurs at this new, larger valu
rmax.
No. 1, 1997
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above# with anisotropic incompressible random velocit
fields having the Kolmogorov spectrum in two space dime
sions.

A. Hierarchical Monte Carlo methods for fractal
random fields

We begin by discussing Monte Carlo methods for a
proximating a scalar Gaussian fractal random field,v(x), in
a single space variable. Such a Gaussian random fiel
uniquely characterized up to a constant multiple by the co
ditions

^v~x!&50,
~31!

^uv~x1x8!2v~x8!u2&5uxu2H,

whereH is the Hurst exponent with 0,H,1.4 It is well
known that almost every realization of such a field is a fra
tal self-similar nowhere differentiable function4 and the ex-
ponentH51

3 corresponds to the Kolmogorov spectrum. Su
a fractal random field admits the moving average repres
tation

v~x!5E ux2yuH21/2 dW~y!, ~32!

wheredW(y) is Gaussian white noise.
How can we build an efficient numerical method for th

fractal fields satisfying~31! which represents these field
economically over many decades? The answer is to us
hierarchical method which exploits the scaling features
~31! in a judicious fashion.6,7,10,21The first step is to use the
moving average representation in~32! and then to localize
the exact formulas very efficiently. The second step is
exact result involving expansion of white noise by a gene
L2-orthonormal basis, i.e., if$ck(y)%k51

` is a complete ortho-
normal basis forL2(R), then

dW~y!5(
k

ck~y!Nk , ~33!

FIG. 6. Moving average method simulation results~thicker line! for e5
3
2

and rmax580 versus the true value from~16! ~thinner line!. The moving
average method produces an artificial scaling behavior below the true va
CHAOS, Vol. 7,
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where Nk are standard independent identically distribut
Gaussian random variables with mean zero and variance
Inserting~33! into ~32!, we obtain the identity

v~x!5(
k
NkE ux2yuH21/2ck~y!dy. ~34!

To obtain a general hierarchical method which yields an
act representation ofv(x), we choose the orthonormal bas
in the hierarchical form6

ck~y!5fmn
st 52m/2fst~2my2n!, ~35!

wherem and n are arbitrary integers and$fst(y)%s51
t is a

fixed finite set of functions. By inserting the functions in~35!
into ~34!, we obtain the general exact hierarchical expans

v~x!5 (
m52`

`

ṽm~2mx!22mH ~36!

with

ṽm~x!5 (
n52`

`

(
s51

t

Gst~x2n!Nmn
st ~37!

and$Gst(x)% is the finite family of explicit functions given
by

Gst~x!5E
2`

`

ux2yuH21/2fst~y!dy. ~38!

for s51,...,t. The representation of the stationary fractal ra
dom fieldv(x) through the hierarchical method described
~36!–~38! is exact for any choice of a complete orthonorm
basis forL2(R) defined through$fmn

st % from ~35!.
In order to convert the hierarchical expansion in~36!–

~38! into a practical efficient numerical method, it is obv
ously important to pick functions$fst(y)%s51

t to localize the
convolutionsGst(x) in ~38! while still having $fmn

st % from
~35! generate a complete orthonormal basis forL2(R). The
way to achieve this is developed in detail in Ref. 6 where
Alpert–Rokhlin multiwavelet basis is utilized. The Alpert
Rokhlin multiwavelet

$fstus51,2,...,t%

is a set oft functions which are supported on the interv
@0, 1#, are piecewise polynomial on@0, 12# and on@12, 1#, and
satisfy the moment cancellation conditions

E
2`

`

xpfst~x!dx50, p50,1,...,t21. ~39!

In addition, the set of functions$fmn
st % defined in ~35! by

translation and scaling are a complete orthonormal basis
L2(R). A concise summary of the Alpert–Rokhlin wavele
including explicit formulas is presented in Ref. 6. Clear
the moment cancelation property in~39! for a large enough
value oft guarantees thatGst(x) from ~38! is highly local-
ized so that the sum over the translatesn in ~37! for a fixed
octavem converges rapidly.

In practical contexts, the valuet54 is sufficient for ac-
curate simulation for the Hurst exponentH5 1

3 corresponding

e.
No. 1, 1997
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to the Kolmogorov spectrum. In practice, we limit the alg
rithm in ~36!–~38! to a finite number of scalesM , and we
limit the translatesfmn

st to those with support within a fixed
distanceb from x through rigorous energy criteria. Throug
these judicious choices, properties such as stationarity of
field are very nearly preserved. The resulting hierarchi
algorithm is given by

v~x!5 (
m50

M21

ṽm
b ~2mx!22mH ~40!

with

ṽm
b ~x!5 (

s51

r

(
n5 bxc2b

bxc1b

Gst~x2n!Nmn
st . ~41!

The methods just described allow accurate simulation
a fractal field over 12 to 15 decades of scaling6,7,10,21while
conventional Fourier-based methods allow accurate simu
tion over roughly two decades.18 Recently, the authors have
developed another more flexible alternative algorithm us
wavelets in Fourier space rather than physical space.22 A
popular method in the physics community for generati
such fractal random fields is the algorithm called ‘‘succe
sive random addition,’’ SRA.4,5 Recent work by the presen

FIG. 7. The top plot contains the root mean square dispersion from anM52
direction simulation using the multiwavelet algorithm. The bottom pl
shows the logarithmic derivative of the rms dispersion and achieves
Richardson value of 3 over several temporal decades.
CHAOS, Vol. 7,
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authors demonstrates with full mathematical rigor that SR
cannot generate approximations consistent with a station
Gaussian fractal field with errors necessarily scattering in
40%–50% range for the preconstant despite the popularity
these algorithms in the physics community. On the oth
hand, the above multiwavelet algorithms do not suffer fro
this defect.6,7,21

As noted by two of the authors in Ref. 7, algorithms fo
the scalar field as described above readily generalize to v
tor random fieldsv~x! characterized by the requirements

div v50, ^v&50,
~42!K S @v~x1x8!2v~x8!#•

x

ux8u D
2L 5uxu2H.

This random field in~42! is the limit asM→` of the plane
wave approximations

vM~x!5S p

MC~H ! D
1/2

(
j50

M21

v jFx•uS p j

M D GuFpS j

M
1
1

2D G ,
~43!

whereu~u!5cosu e11sinu e2 andv j (x) for j50,...,M are
independent scalar one-dimensional fractal Gaussian rand
fields satisfying~31!. If we select the constantC(H) in ~43!
so that

e

FIG. 8. Same as Fig. 7 exceptM54 directions were used in this simulation
Again, the Richardsont3 law is observed over several temporal decades.
No. 1, 1997
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TABLE II. Summary of the effect of anisotropy in the velocity field on the mean square dispersion~44! along various angles. Richardson’st3 law is shown
to hold with a coefficientb ranging from 0.029 to 0.032.

Number of
shear fields

Angle of
mean field

Beta
mean

Beta
min.

Beta
max.

Gamma
mean

Gamma
min.

Gamma
max.

2 45.000 0.0305 0.0269 0.0334 3.01 2.80 3.21
2 39.375 0.0311 0.0282 0.0342 3.00 2.67 3.27
2 33.750 0.0322 0.0306 0.0345 3.00 2.83 3.27
2 28.125 0.0311 0.0293 0.0326 3.00 2.75 3.21
2 22.500 0.0298 0.0287 0.0309 3.00 2.84 3.11
2 16.875 0.0311 0.0281 0.0345 3.02 2.68 3.30
2 11.250 0.0323 0.0293 0.0352 3.00 2.76 3.16
2 5.625 0.0299 0.0281 0.0317 2.99 2.72 3.16
4 45.000 0.0305 0.0269 0.0337 3.00 2.76 3.19
4 39.375 0.0326 0.0284 0.0394 3.03 2.80 3.21
4 33.750 0.0293 0.0269 0.0325 2.99 2.78 3.25
4 28.125 0.0303 0.0264 0.0345 3.00 2.69 3.19
4 22.500 0.0311 0.0277 0.0356 3.00 2.70 3.23
4 16.875 0.0303 0.0264 0.0345 3.00 2.69 3.19
4 11.250 0.0293 0.0269 0.0325 2.99 2.78 3.25
4 5.625 0.0326 0.0284 0.0394 3.03 2.80 3.21
4 0.000 0.0305 0.0269 0.0337 3.00 2.76 3.19
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C~H !5
G~ 1

2!G~H1 1
2!

2~H11!G~H11!
, ~44!

then asM→`, the plane wave field in~43! converges to the
isotropic incompressible fractal field with the normalizati
in ~42!. Detailed analysis7 shows thatM516 already gener-
ates an isotropic field within errors of a few percent. T
main point of the approximation in~43! is that scalar one-
dimensional fractal random fields can be used as build
blocks to synthesize multidimensional vector-valued frac
random fields so that an efficient algorithm for the sca
field automatically carries over to the multidimensional ca
This is the approach utilized by two of the authors in Refs
and 10 with the algorithm described in~36!–~38!.

B. Application to pair dispersion with an anisotropic
Kolmogorov spectrum

Here we utilize the formula in~43! together with the
one-dimensional scalar multiwavelet algorithm described
~32!–~41! to build systematic anisotropic incompressib
fractal fields with the low values ofM52,4 with the Kol-
mogorov valueH51

3. Such fields satisfying 12 to 15 decad
of Kolmogorov scaling are constructed numerically by fo
lowing the same procedure as developed earlier by
authors.6,7,10

We consider these anisotropic fractal fields with a la
scale sweep added10 to introduce decorrelation as in Taylor
hypothesis, i.e., we consider the fractal velocity fieldsv~x
1wt!. We compute the pair separation statistics of two tr
ers moving in the anisotropic fractal random field describ
above. Specifically, we focus on the pair dispersion defi
in ~6! and the preconstant in Richardson’s law from~7! as a
function of the anisotropy withM52,4. We use the sam
nondimensionalization and time stepping procedure
scribed in detail in Ref. 10 so thatuwu51 and an initial sepa-
ration distances510212. We remark that as in Sec. II suc
CHAOS, Vol. 7,
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an algorithm for pair dispersion has been validated aga
exact solutions forM51.6 We will find that Richardson’st3

law from ~7! is valid over many decades of separation a
the preconstantGD is also nearly universal over many de
cades independent of the anisotropy in the field.

We applied the above algorithm to compute pair disp
sion statistics in the scaling form

s2~ t,s!5btg, t@1. ~45!

Since the fields withM52,4 are highly anisotropic, we var
ied the angle between the large scale sweep,w, and the
x1-coordinate axis to explore the effects of anisotropy wh
the two particles were placed initially along thex1 axis.

In Figs. 7 and 8, we graph the rms dispersion and
logarithmic derivative of the pair dispersion for Monte Car
simulations averaging over 1024 realizations withM52 in
Fig. 7 andM54 in Fig. 8 with a mean field angle of 11.25
in both cases. The graphs of the rms dispersion give a c
power law scaling regime for pair dispersion over six d
cades of pair separation while the logarithmic derivative t
in Figs. 7 and 8 confirms Richardson’st3 scaling law over
many decades. We note that the logarithmic derivative
for scaling is a much more stringent test than the stand
approach of seeking a power law fit through a least squa
procedure. To determine the preconstantGD , as in Ref. 10,
as a stringent test we divided the computed value ofs2(t,s)
by t3 and determined the range for 103<t<106. The data for
these two runs as well as other Monte Carlo simulatio
where we varied the number of shear directions and the m
flow angle is summarized in Table II. This table includ
both the value of the exponentg and the preconstantb from
~44! as well as their scatter according to the stringent crite
described above.

As the reader can see, Richardson’st3 law for pair sepa-
ration is confirmed over many decades of pair separa
even with our stringent criteria for data analysis. Furth
No. 1, 1997
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more, the mean of the preconstant,b, varies only from the
largest values such as 0.032 to the smallest value 0.029 i
the anisotropic cases simulated. On the other hand, the s
lations with isotropic fractal velocity fields with the Kolmog
orov spectrum10 with the same consistent nondimension
ization from~42! and~43! give a preconstantb50.031 over
eight decades of pair separation. The results presented
for pair separation with anisotropic Gaussian random fie
give strong evidence that the preconstantGD from ~7! in
Richardson’s law is universal for Gaussian fractal fields
dependent of whether they are isotropic or anisotropic,
though the adjustment time to achieve this scaling reg
can vary with the degree of anisotropy.
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